
Too Big to Miss

1. Near the end of the book, Odelia remarks about Sophie’s death: “My life
would never be the same. In the split second it had taken for that bullet to
travel from the gun’s chamber into Sophie London’s mouth, penetrating
her brain, I had been unwittingly altered forever. It was still to be
determined if it was for the betterment of my future existence.”

• By the end of the book, how had Odelia changed?
• Was the change for better or for worse?  Or a bit of both?
• If you had gone through what Odelia had, would you be changed?

And if so, how?

2. In the book, Odelia comments on her experience with weight prejudice
throughout her life.

• Do you think there really is prejudice against the overweight?  Do
you think Odelia is too sensitive to the issue?

• Did getting to know Odelia change your thought or attitude about
physical prejudices?

3. Greg’s comments to Odelia: “Just as many people don’t view me as a
whole man, they don’t see you as a whole woman. And you know that’s
true, Odelia.”

• Is that true?
• Do you think Odelia is a bit prejudice towards Greg’s disability at

the beginning?
• What other things are people prejudiced about besides the usual

race and religion reasons?
• Is Greg and Odelia’s budding romance realistic?  Is it born out of

shared grief, shared experiences with prejudice, or could it have a
lasting foundation?

• Have you ever, or would you consider dating a disabled or very
overweight person?



4. Do you think Greg’s correct when he says: “Detective Frye. He likes you,
and not in the usual suspects kind of way.”?

5. Sophie London had a very private past and a very private life at the time
she died.

• How would you feel if you found out similar things about someone
close to you?

• Do you understand why Sophie pretended to be dead?  Why she
never told Odelia or Zee about her son?

6. Do you understand why Sophie pretended to be dead?  Why she never
told Odelia or Zee about her son?

7. How has Odelia’s family affected who she is?

8. Do you think Marcia Olsen did the right thing in keeping in touch with
Sophie London?  Would you have done the same?

9. Do you think Odelia was brave or foolhardy going to Santa Paula?  In
meeting Hollowell?

10. What do you think happened to John Hollowell?

11. Did you think the clerk at the end of the book got what was coming to her?
Or was Odelia being too mean?
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